The hazards of ionizing radiation in space continue to be a limiting factor in the design of missions, spacecraft, and habitats. Shielding against such hazards is an enabling technology in the human and robotic exploration and development of space. If the design of the radiation shielding is not optimal for the mission, then excess mass will be launched, mission costs will be higher than necessary, and useful payload will be reduced. This reduced mission capability scenario can be repeated for other technical design disciplines. These other disciplines can also affect each other's requirements. A collaborative engineering environment can optimize ALL design parameters against cost (or another cost function) producing a spacecraft that will meet all mission requirements at the minimum cost. The presentation will describe two environments that include space radiation analyses and the inclusion within a larger optimization methodology.
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Three methodologies exist to perform collaborative engineering. The first is a web-based interface. Users interact with analysis tools through a web browser. The second is through a CAD package. Users create and analyze a model without leaving the CAD package. The third is through a third-party program like Model Center. Users interact with the tools through a proprietary interface. LaRC with others are engaged with the first two methods to enable radiation analysis for spacecraft designers and mission planners.
In today's environment, spacecraft and mission design does not take place in isolation. Teams of people perform these tasks; therefore, their design tools must support this paradigm. These methods support distributed computing that is transparent to the user. Therefore, the experts can control their codes and when updates occur, they are instantaneous for all users. Also, with a standard package, data visualization can become standardized to the latest in display technology. Both of these methodologies will be interfaced with the virtual immersion technologies such as the CAVE.
The web-based method at LaRC utilizes the FACE (Framework for Analysis and Collaborative Engineering) environment. This is a framework that is text file driven and flexible in how it gathers input data, executes programs, and displays output data. To enable a code under this framework, an internet enabled OS computer that is available 24 hours is all that is needed. Currently, the tool called SIREST utilizes HZETRN, NUCFRG2, and other codes for a few models like STS and ISS as shown in Figure 1 .
The CAD based methodology was only made available when a finite element based radiation transport code was created. This code, ATTILA, is a standard S N code that has been modified to include the Fokker-Planck operator for small angle charged particle scattering and other features that allow fully 3D transport of coupled charged and neutral particles. The crucial step in this methodology is the ability to use a mesh generated for other purposes like a CFD or heat transfer analysis. ATTILA also allows an adjoint solution so that transport for an object only occurs once and then can be used multiple times with different boundary conditions. For example, a human body model -like the CAM or CAF -can be meshed and an adjoint transport solution obtained. If this object is used within a larger shuttle model, then once the particle transport reaches the surface of the body, matrix multiplication, a much faster operation than a transport solution, is all that is needed to determine the effects of that environment on ALL organs of the human model. Many more features of this environment will be described in the presentation. Currently, the ATTILA code is being made ready to be utilized within the space environment. Crude analyses will be presented to show the concept. A reactor analysis utilizing ATTILA and the CAD interface is shown in Figure 2 .
The last, but most important, aspect of these environments is their ability to contain other analysis codes that can be used in combination in an optimization loop. The current state-of-the-art method for optimization is based on a set of generated response functions for the parameter space of interest. The optimization then occurs with these response functions and not dependent executions of the modeling codes. Since the modeling codes exist on different machines, the response function generation occurs in parallel. Extreme speed-up of the optimization step is realized with this scheme. Therefore, complex models and very accurate codes can be used to generate the response functions without loss of optimization speed. This presentation will show the state-of-the-art methods in radiation analysis and data visualization, and how this analysis can be included in a global optimization of a spacecraft. With these new tools, spacecraft can be designed that will meet mission requirements at the lowest possible cost. Examples of the capability of the ATTILA code in the CAD based environment. The top figure shows the detail of an oil well logging tool that was deemed impossible for a deterministic code to calculate. The middle figure shows that a complex geometry can be modeled and within a short period of time -hours. The bottom figure shows that a object can be designed, meshed, analyzed, and results shown without leaving the CAD environment.
